
Name: ______________________________________ Date: ___________________

Part 1: Define the Problem and Setup the Design Challenge

Problem: Iced drinks bought from coffee shops and restaurants warm up and water
down too quickly, especially on warm, sunny days. Stores sell reusable cups that keep
a drink colder for longer and reduce environmental impacts, but these cups can be
expensive.

Goal: Using everyday materials, design a cup that uses the best design features we
know about to keep a drink as cold as the store bought cups.

Criteria: a standard that must be met by the design.
1. Temperature change of less than 1℃ after 12 minutes in regular light.
2. Temperature change of less than 2℃ after 12 minutes in bright light.
3. Other: ____________________________________________________________________

Constraint: a limitation to what can be designed.
1. Use no more than two 16 oz plastic cups.
2. Materials must be recyclable or reusable to reduce waste if cup is thrown away. Cannot use styrofoam

because this material is harmful to the environment.
3. Can use up to 3 materials, not including the cup itself.
4. Fit in a typical car cup holder (10 cm wide at a height of 8 cm deep).
5. Keep cost low and affordable (less than $0.50 for the whole cup).
6. Other: ____________________________________________________________________

Tests to conduct:
Diameter test
12-minute regular light-temperature test
12-minute bright light-temperature test
Environmental impact test
Price check test
Other: _____________________________________________________________________
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Part 2: First Design Ideas
Sketch your design

Label three design features using the numbers 1, 2, and
3. (Structures)

Design features
Describe the feature and explain how it minimizes

energy transfer. (Function)

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3

Look back at the criteria and constraints (C&C).
Describe what your cup design does well and where your cup might not meet the C&C.

Pros - what the cup does well Cons - where your cup may not meet the C&C
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Part 3: Test 1
What were your results?

Tests to conduct Observations

Diameter test
Measurements:  At 8 cm deep, the cup is ________ cm wide.
       

12-minute regular light-
temperature test

Record temperature change in ℃
0 min temp 12 min temp Δ temp

12-minute bright light-
temperature test

Record temperature change in ℃
0 min temp 12 min temp Δ temp

Environmental impact test Reusable:

Recyclable:

Landfill:

Price check test
Use the Cup Design Price Sheet Cost of your cup: ____________

Show your math here:
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Part 4: Evaluate your design
Explain your results given the design features.

What worked and why did it work?

What is not working and why?

What are suggestions you received from your peers or teacher that you may want to consider?

List the design features that worked well for many of the cup designs in your class and explain why they work.
What worked well across cups?

(Structure)
How did it slow energy transfer? (Function)
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Part 5: Redesign ideas
Sketch your design

Label three design features using the numbers 1, 2, and
3. (Structures)

Design features
Describe the feature and explain how it minimizes

energy transfer. (Function)

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3

Changes Which test will it perform better
at?

How will it help?
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Part 6: Test 2
What were your results?

Tests to conduct Observations

Diameter test
Measurements:  At 8 cm deep, the cup is ________ cm wide.

12-minute regular light-
temperature test

Record temperature change in ℃
0 min temp 12 min temp Δ temp

12-minute bright light-
temperature test

Record temperature change in ℃
0 min temp 12 min temp Δ temp

Environmental impact test Reusable:

Recyclable:

Landfill:

Price check test
Use the Cup Design Price Sheet

Cost of your cup: ____________

Show your math here:
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Part 7: Evaluate your 2nd design
Explain your results given the new design features you modified.

Test How did your redesigned cup perform compared to your first design?
 (Better, worse, or the same and why do you think this is the case?)

Diameter test

12-minute regular light-
temperature test

12-minute bright light-
temperature test

Environmental impact test

Price check test

If you were going to build a 3rd design, what would you change and why?
I would change… (Structure) This would minimize energy transfer because… (Function)
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Part 8: The best performing design features
Look across your class’ designs and test results to compare performance of cup designs. 

Pick 3 design features that are supported by evidence to minimize energy transfer. Imagine building a cup that uses
the best three design features from all the cups in your class. Draw a sketch of this cup and describe how each feature
works to minimize energy transfer.

Sketch your design
Label three design features using the numbers 1, 2,

and 3. (Structures)

Design features
Describe the feature and explain how it minimizes energy

transfer. (Function)

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3
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